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Abstract--This paper explores a Ficonn interconnection structure for load balanced data center servers using bi-ports. The tree-based structures are 

increasingly difficult to meet the design goals of data centers because of a single-point failure spot for its sub tree branch. And using excessive switches 
does not fundamentally solve the problem, but results even higher cost. So we are going for a new structure to interconnect a large number of servers 
which contain dual Ethernet ports, in which one is used for network connections and another for the backup purposes. If we make that both the ports are 
used for network connections then we can build an effective inter connection structure for the data center networks. We call such a network structure 
called as Ficonn. In addition, in this paper, we are using A* algorithm to find the shortest path and boost up the routing of packets transmitted between 
the commodity servers.  And we have also proposed the deployment of Ficonn. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The main aim of data center networking is to inter 
connect a large no. of servers with high performance, 
Ascendability, agility, Flexibility to support various 
services, Security. The present network architectures 
consists of switching elements arranged in a tree structure 
can’t meet the design goals of a data center network.  

Data center network must be able to provide high 
network capacity to better support bandwidth-hungry 
services. The network infrastructure must be ascendable to 
a large number of servers and allow for incremental 
expansion. Data center network must be fault tolerant 
against various types of server failures, link outages, or 
server-rack failures. Two observations motivate these goals. 
First, data center is growing large and the number of 
servers is increasing at an exponential rate. The current 
Data center network practice is to connect all the servers 
using a tree hierarchy of switches, core-switches or core-
routers. With this solution it is increasingly difficult to meet 
the above three design goals. It is thus desirable to have a 
new network structure that can fundamentally address 
these issues in both its physical network infrastructure and 
its protocol design. To meet these goals we propose a novel 
network structure called Ficonn. 

2. INTERCONNECTION STRUCTURE OF FICONN 

Ficonn is a level-based iterative structure. A high-level 
Ficonn is constructed by using low-level Ficonns. When 
building a higher-level Ficonn, the lower-level Ficonns use 
half of their available backup ports for interconnections and 
form a mesh. Ficonn just needs to use the existing backup 
port on each server for interconnection, and no other 
hardware cost is introduced on a server. The wiring cost in 
Ficonn is less than any other structure because each server 

uses only two ports. Routing in Ficonn makes a balanced 
use of links at different levels; finally, with the A* 
algorithm, routing in Ficonn is further designed to exploit 
the link capacities according to current traffic state.  

FiConn is a recursively defined structure. A high level 
FiConn is constructed by many low-level FiConns. Let us 
assume that level-k FiConn as FiConnk. FiConn0 is the 
basic construction unit, which is composed of servers and 
n-port switch connecting the servers. Typically n must be 
an even number such as 16, 32, or 48. Every server in 
FiConn has one port connected to the switch in FiConn0, 
and this is called level-0 port. The link connecting a level-0 
port to the switch is called level-0 link. Level-0 port can be 
regarded as the original operation port on servers in 
current practice. If the backup port of a server is not 
connected to another server, this port is called available 
backup port. For instance, there are initially n servers each 
with an available backup port in a FiConn0. Now focus on 
how to construct FiConnk (k>0) upon FiConnk-1’s by 
interconnecting the server backup ports. If there are totally 
b servers with available backup ports in a FiConn, the 
number of FiConnk-1’s in a FiConnk, is equal to b/2+1.  

In each FiConn(k-1), b/2 servers out of the servers with 
available backup ports are selected to connect the other b/2 
FiConnk-1s using their backup ports, each for one 
FiConn(k-1) The b/2 selected servers are called level-k 
servers, the backup ports of the level-k servers are called 
level-k ports, and the links connecting two levelk ports are 
called levelk links. If take FiConn as a virtual server, 
FiConn is in fact a mesh over FiConn s connected by level-k 
links. A sequential number is to identify a server in FiConn. 
Assume the total number of servers in a FiConnk is Nk, and 
there is (0<=uk<nk) Equivalently can be identified by 
a(k+1) –tupel0,[ak,…,a1,a0] , where a0 identifies in its 
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FiConn0 , and a1(1<=l<=k) identifies the FiConn(l-1) 
comprising in its FiConnl. Fig.4 to illustrate the FiConn 
interconnection rule, in which n=4and k=2. FiConn0 is 
composed of four servers and a 4-port switch. 

 

Fig.1.Construction of Ficonn1 with n=4, includes 3 Ficonn0 

The number of FiConn0s to construct FiConn1 is 
4/2+1=3. The servers [0,0], [0,2], [1,0],[1,2], [2,0], and [2,2] 
are selected as level-1 servers, and connection [0,0] with 
[1,0], [0,2] with [2,0], and [1,2] with [2,2]. In each FiConn, 
there are six servers with available backup ports, so the 
number of FiConn1’s in a FiConn2 is 6/2+1=4 connection 
the selected level-2 servers. A level-1 FiConn includes three 
level-0 FiConn’s, each consisting of four servers.  

3. ROUTING IN FICONN: 

In this paper, we are using A* search algorithm in order 
to find the shortest path between any pair of nodes so that 
we can balance the traffic in the network. A* algorithm is a 
variant of Djkstra’s algorithm.  

the classic representation of the A* algorithm.  

f'(n) = g(n) + h'(n)  

g(n) is the total distance the source to the current 
intermediate node.  

h'(n) is the estimated distance from the current 
intermediate node to the destination node. A heuristic 
function is used to create this estimate on how far away it 
will take to reach the destination node.  

f'(n) is the sum of g(n) and h'(n). This is the current 
estimated shortest path. f(n) is the true shortest path which 
is not discovered until the A* algorithm is finished. 

One of the more difficult parts in solving A* is 
creating a good heuristic function to determine h'(n). A 
heuristic function differs from an algorithm in that a 
heuristic is more of an estimate and is not necessarily 

provably correct. An algorithm is a set of steps which can 
be proven to halt on a particular given set of input.  

The heuristic function in A* is arbitrary, however 
the better your heuristic is, the faster and more accurate 
your solution will become. However, therein lies the 
problem -- deciding a good heuristic. Even with a shortest 
path example, the heuristic can change, depending on the 
implementation of the search, and how easy or complicated 
the heuristic function is going to be. 

/* src: source node 

dst:destination node  

g[s]:shortest path 

f[s]:path from the source to the next 

c[ ]:nodes to be visited 

v[ ]:visited nodes  

nxt: neighbor next node 

prv: previously visited node 

h:heuristic_cost_estimate 

crnt: current node 

dis: distance */ 

A*algorithm(src,dst) 

{  

     c=0     

     V[]= {src} 

     prv=0  

     g[src]=0 

     f[src]= g[src] + h(src, dst) 

     while(v!=NULL) 

     crnt= v[] 

     if crnt = dst 

     return reconstruct_path(prv, d) 

     v[]=v[crnt+1] 

     c[]=c[]+ crnt 
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     while(nxt!=NULL) 

     if (c!=nxt) 

     continue 

     g:= g[crnt] + dis(current,nxt) 

     if (!nxt || g< g[nxt])  

     {  

     o=o+nxt 

     prv[nxt] := crnt 

     g[nxt] := g 

     f[nxt] := g[nxt] + h(nxt, dst) 

     return 1 

  function reconstruct_path(prv, crnt) 

     if (prv[crnt]==0) 

         p := reconstruct_path(prv, prv[crnt]) 

         return (p + crnt) 

     else 

         return crnt 

} 

While A* is generally considered to be the best 
pathfinding algorithm (see rant above), there is at least one 
other algorithm that has its uses - Dijkstra's algorithm. 
Dijkstra's is essentially the same as A*, except there is no 
heuristic (H is always 0). Because it has no heuristic, it 
searches by expanding out equally in every direction. As 
you might imagine, because of this Dijkstra's usually ends 
up exploring a much larger area before the target is found. 
This generally makes it slower than A*. 

4. DEPLOYMENT OF FICONN: 

In practice, it is much likely that the total number of 
servers need in FiConn does not exactly meet the number of 
servers in a certain FiConnk. Instead, the number is 
between FiConnk and FiConnk+1.such a structure called an 
incomplete FiConn. For incremental deployment, the need 
is to address the interconnection in incomplete FiConns. 
Our principle is that the interconnection should not only 
retain high bisection width in incomplete FiConn, but also 
incur low rewiring cost.  

In the construction of complete FiConn, A bottom-up 
approach is used. In this way, first deploy a complete 
FiConn1, then a complete FiConn2, and so forth. One 
problem of this approach is that it may generate incomplete 
FiConn with low bisection width. For example, if there are 
only two FiConnk-1’s in an incomplete FiConn, the two 
FiConnk-1’s will be connected by a single level-k link. The 
bisection width of this structure becomes 1, and the single 
level-k link is the communication bottleneck in the 
structure.  

FiConn is built in a bottom-up way, but add level-k 
shortcut links to increase the bisection width in an 
incomplete FiConnk. Assume there are m deployed 
FiConnk-1’s in an incomplete FiConnk, and the number of 
FiConnk-1’s in a complete FiConnk is m’. Thus, the number 
of undeployed FiConnk-1’s in the complete FiConnk is m’-
m. For a certain undeployed FiConnk, each of the m 
deployed FiConnk-1 has a level-k server connecting toward 
it in the complete FiConnk. 

As there are ‘m’ deployed FiConnk-1 ’s in an 
incomplete FiConnk, and the number of FiConnk-1 ’s in a 
complete FiConnk is m. Now, we add a new FiConnk-1 into 
the incomplete FiConnk. The wiring is as follows. First, for 
each of the level-k shortcut links that connect the level-k 
servers that should connect it to the newly added FiConnk-
1, we unplug one end and connect it to the new FiConnk-1 . 
Second, m/2 level-k links are added to connect the new 
FiConn and each remaining deployed FiConn . Third, if is 
an odd number, m’-m-1level-k shortcut links are added, 
each connecting the new FiConnk-1 and a corresponding 
deployed FiConnk-1, based on the shortcut link addition 
rule. 

We find that the shortcut links we add in an incomplete 
FiConn not only increase the bisection width of the 
incomplete FiConn, but are also fully utilized during the 
process of incremental deployment and easy to rewire. 

5. CONCLUSION 

 In this paper, we proposed Ficonn inter connection 
structure for the load-balanced data center networks that 
uses two ports of a data center server. We proposed 
solutions to increase the bisection width in FiConns. We 
also proposed the design of FiConn, an inter connection 
structure for data centers that uses dual ports and 
eliminates the requirement of high-cost switches other than 
the lowest-level commodity ones. It is highly ascendable 
because it can support any no. of servers and also cost 
effective since it does not use more no. of switches and 
wiring is also simple in the proposed structure, that makes 
the datacenter network simple. A* algorithm in routing 
makes use of different levels of links that are 
interconnected. The shortest path is computed hop-by-hop 
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by each intermediate server based on the available 
bandwidths of its two outgoing links. Our future work 
involves evaluating the performance of A* algorithm used 
in Ficonn. 
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